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it for the younger sons. In practice this system of a federa-
tion of kings under an Emperor broke down at once owing
to the ambition of these feeble rulers. They fought with one
another, each to increase his own kingdom ; no one of them
was strong enough to be master of his own territory, much
less of the whole Empire of which one or other of them was
for a time the titular head. A triple division was soon
apparent—the kingdoms of the West Franks and the East
Franks north of the Alps, and in the south the kingdom of
Italy. The two former were to crystallise into France and
Germany, and though the dividing line between them was
never to be exactly determined, the cleavage of race and
language was already marked. Italy, on the other hand,
was never to achieve unity until modern times; but it was
always an object of ambition, an acquisition necessary for
the ruler who aspired to the title of Emperor.
The ninth- por a time the process of division seemed likely to be
continued indefinitely. There were forces, both within and
without, that accelerated the tendency to disruption. As
the barbarians in the fifth century had coveted the lands of
the Empire and had seized the opportunity which the weak-
ness of its rulers afforded, so did the barbarians in the ninth
century. This time they came mainly to plunder and to
destroy, and only when the ease of their conquest was revealed
did they attempt to make a settlement. Of the greatest
importance were the Northmen, who showed the ferocity and
destructiveness of which Northmen were always capable
until they acquired territory of their own, when they diverted
the violence of their energy most effectively to the work of
organisation and government. The Moslems from the south,
and later the Magyars from the east, were equally destructive,
and Italy, France, and Germany all suffered from their
ravages. The Moslems established themselves in Sicily and
South Italy, and for a time retained a hold on the Campagna
and even on the southern coasts of France. The Magyars,
or Hungarians, settled in Pannonia, the former home of the
Avars whom Charlemagne had so decisively crushed* The
work of destruction had gone far, and raiding still continued.
The peaceful habitations of monks and scholars suffered
especially. Education was again at a standstill; public law
was useless where there was no one to enforce it; industry

